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About This Game

Atmospheric isometric puzzler. Collect green crystals to open the portal that brings you to the next level. Find the right
path and don’t fall into the abyss.

The game has 30 levels. Later levels will be more challenging and more different tiles will be introduced. The player moves on a
grid of tiles. Some of these tiles will be disappearing when you are stepping off it and others will teleport you to another place.

One tile acts as a cage with another that will free you from entrapment. There is even a tile that creates more tiles!
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Excellent little casual puzzle game that offers key rebinding and the ability to choose resolutions, full screen off or on, as well as
the ability to turn on\/off the music and sound effects.

This is a very inexpensive games and even though there are only 30 levels to conquer, I feel like this game offers a good value
overall. You can watch my "First Play on Launch Day" Review right HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=C21LxOHyMFk&feature=youtu.be

My score is an 81% based on my impressions in the above video. If you like these casual kind of puzzle games, you should have
no regrets with this purchase. Recommended! =)
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